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Summary This paper addresses the Stokes transport velocity for deep water random waves in
given layers in the water column based on wind statistics, which can be estimated by the simple
analytical tool provided here. Results are exempliﬁed by using the Phillips and Pierson-Moskowitz
model wave spectra together with long-term wind statistics from one location in the northern
North Sea and from four locations in the North Atlantic. The results are relevant for e.g. assessing
the drift of marine litter in the ocean based on, for example, global wind statistics.
© 2018 Institute of Oceanology of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by
Elsevier Sp. z o.o. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
There has recently been much focus on the environmental
issues related to plastic litter in the oceans; see e.g. van
Sebille et al. (2015), Sherman and van Sebille (2016), Keswani
et al. (2016), Brennecke et al. (2016), Avio et al. (2017); also
documenting that plastic litter occurs in different layers in
the water column beneath the ocean surface. One impor-
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tant constituent of ocean circulation models is the Stokes
drift which contributes to the transport of plastic as well
as microplastic located in different layers in the water
column. The wave-average of the water particle trajectory
in the wave propagation direction gives the Lagrangian
velocity referred to as the Stokes drift, while the volume
Stokes transport is obtained as the integral over the
water depth of the Stokes drift (Rascle et al., 2008).
The general background and further details of the Stokes
drift are given in e.g. Dean and Dalrymple (1984). Myrhaug
et al. (2016) gives a brief review of the literature up to that
date (see the references therein). More recent works
include those of Breivik et al. (2016), Li et al. (2017) and
Myrhaug (2017).
The purpose of the present analytical study is to provide a
simple analytical tool which yields estimates of the Stokes
transport velocity for deep water random waves in given
layers in the water column based on wind statistics. The
Stokes transport velocity is obtained by integrating the
Stokes drift between two elevations in the water column
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and dividing by the distance between these two elevations.
Results are exempliﬁed by using the two model wave spectra
by Phillips and Pierson-Moskowitz together with long-term
wind statistics from one location in the northern North Sea
and from four locations in the North Atlantic. The present
results are relevant for estimating the drift of e.g. marine
litter in the ocean based on global wind statistics.

The two terms in the parenthesis of Eq. (6) represent the
attenuation of the wave motion in the water column, which
here is approximated by taking v as the spectral peak
frequency vp. As a result Eq. (6) becomes
1  2ðv2p =gÞh1 2ðv2p =gÞh2 
e
V¼
m1 ;
e
(7)
Dh
where m1 is the ﬁrst spectral moment obtained from the
deﬁnition of the nth spectral moment

2. Theoretical background

Z1

Based on classical potential wave theory the time-averaged
Lagrangian drift at a z-level in the water column in a water
depth d is (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984):
uL ðzÞ ¼

ga2 k2 cosh2kðz þ dÞ
;
sinh2kd
v

(1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, a is the linear wave
amplitude, and k is the wave number related to the cyclic
wave frequency v by the dispersion relationship
v2 ¼ gk tanh kd:

(2)

According to Eq. (1) the drift of the water particles is in
the direction of the wave propagation; the maximum is at the
mean free surface z = 0, and decreases rapidly towards the
sea bed as z !  d (z is positive upwards). This drift velocity
is commonly referred to as Stokes drift.
When assessing the transport of material in the water
column the drift velocity associated with the Stokes transport
in different layers of the water column is a quantity of
interest. This drift velocity is obtained by integrating
Eq. (1) between two levels z = h2 and z = h1 in the water
column and divided by the distance between these two levels
Dh = h2  h1, given as
v¼

1
Dh

h
Z1

uL ðzÞdz ¼
h2

ga2 k
2v

:

(3)

sinh½2kdð1h1 =dÞsinh½2kdð1h2 =dÞ

Dhsinhð2kdÞ
In deep water (i.e. for large kd and thus v2 = gk from
Eq. (2)) the Stokes transport velocity in Eq. (3) reduces to
v¼

a2 v  2ðv2 =gÞh1 2ðv2 =gÞh2 
e
e
:
2Dh

0

vSðvÞ ðe2ðv

2 =gÞh
1

e2ðv

n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .:

(8)

0

By combining Eq. (7) with the spectral mean period
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T1 = 2p m0/m1, the signiﬁcant wave height H s ¼ 4 m0 ,
and that there is a relationship between T1 and the spectral peak period Tp = 2p/vp, i.e. T1 = g1Tp, Eq. (7) is rearranged to
V¼

1  2ðv2p =gÞh1 2ðv2p =gÞh2  pHs2
e
e
:
Dh
8g 1 T p

(9)

Thus, V is deﬁned in terms of the sea state parameters Hs
and Tp in deep water.

3. Example of results for two standard wave
spectra and long-term wind statistics
Two standard deep water wave spectra are chosen; the
Phillips and the Pierson-Moskowitz spectra, which both
have been used frequently in contexts discussing the
Stokes drift, e.g. see Li et al. (2017) and the references
therein. The Phillips spectrum was also used by exemplifying results in Myrhaug et al. (2014, 2016) and in Myrhaug
(2017), where the latter reference presented the surface Stokes drift and the Stokes transport using long-term
wind statistics from the northern North Sea location used
here, and from one location on the northwest Shelf of
Australia.

3.1. Phillips and Pierson-Moskowitz spectra
The Phillips spectrum is (Tucker and Pitt, 2001)

The wave amplitude is obtained from the wave spectrum
S(v) as a2n ¼ 2Sðvn ÞDv where Dv is a constant separation
between frequencies. By substituting this in Eq. (5) and
considering an inﬁnite number of wave components, the
total Stokes transport velocity within a sea state of random
waves is obtained as
Z1

vn SðvÞ dv;

(4)

If an individual random wave with amplitude an and cyclic
wave frequency vn is considered, then the Stokes transport
velocity for individual random waves in deep water is given as
1
1  2ðv2n =gÞh1 2ðv2n =gÞh2 
e
v n ¼ a2n vn
e
(5)
:
2
Dh

1
V¼
Dh

mn ¼

2 =gÞh
2

Þdv:

(6)

SðvÞ ¼ a

g2
;
v5

v  vp ¼

g
;
U10

(10)

where a = 0.0081 is the Phillips constant, and U10 is the mean
wind speed at the 10 m elevation above the sea surface. By
using the deﬁnition of the spectral moments in Eq. (8), it
follows that
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 a 2
(11)
H s ¼ 4 m0 ¼
U10 ;
g

g1 ¼

T 1 2pm0 3
¼
¼ ;
T p T p m1 4

(12)

Tp ¼

2p 2p
¼
U10 :
vp
g

(13)
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g 2
2
T ¼ 0:962U10
:
2p p

(21)

Furthermore, the wave length corresponding to the spectral peak period, lp = 2p/kp, is obtained from v2p ¼ gkp as
lp ¼

g 2 2p 2
T ¼
U :
2p p
g 10

(14)

The results in the following are given for h1 = 0 and
h2 = lp/s where s  2, i.e. the Stokes transport velocity
corresponds to the mean drift velocity over a fraction of
the wave length beneath the surface downwards in the water
column. For s = 2 the result represents the mean drift velocity over the whole water column since the wave motion in
deep water penetrates down to about half the wave length.
Thus, by taking h1 = 0, h2 = lp/s and substituting Eqs. (11)—
(14) in Eq. (9), Eq. (9) is given in terms of U10 as
V Ph

sa
ð1e4p=s ÞU10
¼
6p
¼ 0:000430sð1e

4p=s

ÞU10 ; s  2:

(15)

The Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum with U10 as the
parameter is (Tucker and Pitt, 2001)
!
v4p
g2
SðvÞ ¼ a 5 exp 1:25 4 ;
(16)
v
v
where
vp ¼

2p
; T p ¼ 0:785U10 ;
Tp

(17)

2
;
H s ¼ 0:0246U10

(18)

T 1 ¼ 0:606U10 ;

(19)

g1 ¼

T1
¼ 0:772;
Tp

(20)

Figure 1

lp ¼

It should be noted that the PM spectrum was originally
given with the mean wind speed at the 19.5 m elevation
above the sea surface as the parameter, while the present
formulation is based on taking U10 = 0.93U19.5 (Tucker and
Pitt, 2001). Then, by substituting these relationships in
Eq. (9) the result is
V PM ¼ 0:000407sð1e4p=s ÞU10 ; s  2:

(22)

Thus it appears that VPM is slightly smaller than VPh, i.e.
the ratio is
V PM
¼ 0:947:
V Ph

(23)

Fig. 1 shows examples of the Phillips and PM spectra for
U10 = 10 m s1 and Fig. 2 shows V/U10 versus s for s in the
range 2—32 for the two spectra. For both spectra it appears
that the ratio increases as s increases, i.e. the mean transport increases as the thickness of the layer decreases, giving
ratios in the range 0.1 to about 0.5 percent. For
U10 = 10 m s1 this gives lp = 64.0 m (Eq. (14)) for the Phillips
spectrum and lp = 96.2 m (Eq. (21)) for the PM spectrum.
Thus, for s in the range 2—32, the Stokes transport velocity
corresponds to the mean values over intervals from 32 m
down to 2 m, respectively, for the Phillips spectrum, and over
intervals from 48 m down to 3 m, respectively, for the PM
spectrum.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding results as those in Fig. 2
for the volume Stokes transport per crest length over
different heights in the water column, i.e. M = Vlp/s versus
s. For both spectra it appears that M decreases as s
increases, i.e. the mean transport over a height in the
water column beneath the surface decreases as the thickness of the layer decreases. As for the example discussed in
Fig. 2, this means that for s in the range 2—32 the values

Phillips spectrum and Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for U10 = 10 m s1.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

V/U10 versus s: Phillips spectrum, Eq. (15); Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, Eq. (22).

M = Vlp/s versus s corresponding to the results in Fig. 2 for the Phillips spectrum and the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.

of M correspond to the values over heights in the water
column from 32 m below the surface to 2 m below the
surface, respectively, taking the values from 0.27 m2 s1
to 0.09 m2 s1, respectively, for the Phillips spectrum. For
the PM spectrum the M values are a factor 1.422 larger
than those for the Phillips spectrum, taking the values
0.38—0.13 m2 s1 corresponding to the heights in the water
column from 48 m below the surface to 3 m below the

surface, respectively. The reason for these larger PM spectrum values is that the value of lp for PM is a factor
1.502 larger than that for the Phillips spectrum, i.e. due
to the lower frequencies present in the PM spectrum (see
Fig. 1). By considering e.g. near neutrally buoyant litter,
this means that M is the volume transport (of the litter) per
crest length over the given height in the water column
beneath the surface due to the wave-induced drift.
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n
n
n
E[U10 ] ¼ u G 1 þ
;
b

3.2. Long-term wind statistics
Results for V can be obtained from available wind statistics for an ocean area, e.g. from a long-term distribution
of U10 (see Bitner-Gregersen (2015) for a review of different parametric models for the cumulative distribution
function (cdf) or the probability density function ( pdf)
of U10). In the present examples the long-term statistics
of V are exempliﬁed by using ﬁve cdfs of U10. First, the
cdf of U10 given by Johannessen et al. (2001) is used; based
on 1 hourly values of U10 from wind measurements covering the years (1973—1999) from the northern North Sea
(NNS). Second, four cdfs of U10 given by Mao and Rychlik
(2017) are used, based on estimation of Weibull cdfs
for wind speeds along ship routes in the North Atlantic
(NA) ﬁtted to 10 years of wind speed data. The results
are given for the following four locations in the North
Atlantic; 208W 608N, 108W 408N, 408W 508N, 208W 458N.
All these cdfs of U10 are described by the two-parameter
Weibull model
"   #
U10 b
PðU10 Þ ¼ 1exp 
(24)
; U10  0;
u

(25)

where G is the gamma function. Furthermore (Bury, 1975)
2

n
2n
n
] ¼ E[U10
]ðE[U10
]Þ :
Var[U10

(26)

The results for E[V]
andﬃ the ratio between the standard
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
deviation of Vð¼ Var[V]Þ and E[V] (std.dev./m.v.) are
given in Table 2. It should be noted that this standard
deviation to mean value ratios are the same as for
U10. For the Phillips spectrum it appears that E[V] is
0.00645 m s1 (NNS) and in the range 0.00540 m s1 to
0.00840 m s1 (NA), where the latter value refers to the
location 408W 508N. The values corresponding to the PM
spectrum are also given, i.e. obtained by multiplying the
Phillips spectrum values by a factor 0.947 (see Eq. (23)). It is
also noted that the standard deviation to mean value ratios
are large, i.e. in the range 43—60%.
Similarly, a characteristic value of lp, i.e. E[lp] for the
Phillips spectrum is obtained from Eq. (14) as
E[lp ] ¼

2p
2
E[U10
];
g

(27)

and for the PM spectrum from Eq. (21) as
with the Weilbull parameters given in Table 1.

2
E[lp ] ¼ 0:962E[U10
]:

3.3. Statistical properties of Stokes transport
velocity
Now the long-term statistics of V can be derived by using the
distribution of U10 given in Eq. (24) and Table 1. Statistical
quantities of interest are e.g. the expected (mean) value of
V, E[V], and the variance of V, Var[V], which are proportional
to E[U10] and Var[U10], respectively. This requires calculation
of E[Un10 ], which for a two-parameter Weibull distributed
quantity is given by (Bury, 1975)

Table 1

The results are given in Table 2, showing that E[lp] is in the
range from about 31 m to about 73 m for the Phillips spectrum, and in the range from about 46 m to about 109 m for
the PM spectrum.
A quantity of interest is the volume Stokes transport per
crest length. Table 2 gives the values of M = E[V]  E[lp]/2,
i.e. the volume Stokes transport per crest length over the
whole water column where there is wave activity, since the
wave motion goes down to about half the wave length. For
the Phillips spectrum it appears that M is 0.159 m2 s1 (NNS)

Weibull parameters for U10 (see Eq. (24)) and results for E[U10].

North Atlantic (NA) location
208W
108W
408W
208W

(28)

608N
408N
508N
458N

Northern North Sea (NNS)

u [m s1]

b

E[U10] [m s1]

10.99
7.11
11.04
9.32

2.46
2.30
2.48
2.47

9.75
6.30
9.79
8.27

8.426

1.708

7.52

Table 2 Example of results using wind statistics from the Northern North Sea (NNS) and the North Atlantic (NA), see
Table 1. Results corresponding to Ph = Phillips spectrum; PM = Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
Distribution
NA, location
208W 608N
108W 408N
408W 508N
208W 458N
NNS

E[V] [m s1]
Ph/PM

St.dev/m.v.

E[lp] [m]
Ph/PM

M = E[V]  E[lp]/2 [m2 s1]
Ph/PM

0.00836/0.00792
0.00540/0.00511
0.00840/0.00795
0.00709/0.00671
0.00645/0.00611

0.43
0.46
0.43
0.43
0.60

72.3/108.6
30.8/46.3
72.8/109.3
51.9/78.0
49.3/74.0

0.302/0.430
0.083/0.118
0.306/0.436
0.184/0.262
0.159/0.226
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and in the range 0.083 m2 s1 to 0.306 m2 s1 (NA), where the
latter value refers to the location 408W 508N; for the PM
spectrum the values are a factor 1.422 larger. Thus, these
example calculations show that the mean value of the Stokes
transport in the North Atlantic is up to a factor of about two
larger than that in the northern North Sea. Furthermore, by
taking the Phillips spectrum result for M = 0.306 m2 s1 (NA)
as an example, the mean volume Stokes transport  one
standard deviation is 0.18 and 0.44 m2 s1, respectively, in
the water column from the surface down to about 36 m. The
corresponding intervals (i.e. the mean value  one standard
deviation) of the volume Stokes transport for the water
columns from the surface (z = 0 m) to about z =18 m, z
=9 m, z =4.5 m, z =2.3 m are (0.090, 0.22) m2 s1,
(0.045, 0.11) m2 s1, (0.023, 0.055) m2 s1, (0.011, 0.028)
m2 s1, respectively. This is of direct relevance e.g. to the
volume transport of near neutrally buoyant litter as discussed
in Fig. 3.
To the authors' knowledge there are limited results from
observations and models to compare with. However, according to Rascle et al. (2008, Fig. 8) the surface Stokes drift US is
about 1.3% of U10 in the open ocean. More speciﬁcally, in their
Fig. 8 they also illustrated the variability of US/U10, i.e. being
in the range 0.4% to 1.7% for U10 in the range 6—10 m s1, i.e.
corresponding to the range of E[U10] for the present data, see
Table 1.
Following Webb and Fox-Kemper (2011), the unidirectional surface Stokes drift velocity within a sea state for
random waves in deep water is given by
p3 Hs2
US ¼
;
gT33

(29)

where T3 = 2p (m0/m3)1/3 is the wave period related to the
surface Stokes drift velocity.
For the Phillips spectrum it follows that
T3 ¼

21=3 p
U10 ¼ 0:403U10 ;
g

USPh ¼ 2aU10 ¼ 0:0162U10 :
For the PM spectrum (Tucker and Pitt, 2001)
 n
1
mn ¼ ag2 ð1:25vp Þn=41 G 1 :
4
4

(30)

(31)

(32)

Eq. (32) is valid for n smaller than 4, yielding
m3 = 0.0835U10, and thus
T 3 ¼ 0:483U10 ;

(33)

USPM ¼ 0:0170U10 :

(34)

Then it follows that the ratio E[US]/E[U10] = US/U10 for
both the Phillips spectrum (Eq. (31)) and the PM spectrum
(Eq. (34)) is in the upper range of the results given in Rascle
et al. (2008, Fig. 8) referred to, i.e. in the range 0.4—1.7%.
However, e.g. by taking into account the standard deviation
of the results (see Table 2), E[US] minus one standard deviation divided by E[U10] will be within a wider range of these
values. Although this comparison only covers the surface
Stokes drift velocity it should give some conﬁdence to the

present results. However, further comparisons with observations or models for the Stokes drift in layers in the water
column are also required to make ﬁrm conclusions regarding
the validity of the results.

4. Conclusions
The main conclusions from this work are as follows:
1. By using the Phillips and Pierson-Moskowitz model wave
spectra together with long-term wind statistics from one
location in the northern North Sea and from four locations
in the North Atlantic, example calculations show that the
mean value of the Stokes transport in the North Atlantic is
up to a factor of about two larger than that in the
northern North Sea; the standard deviation to the mean
value ratios are in the range 43—46% in the North Atlantic
and 60% in the northern North Sea.
2. Agreement is also found between the present results and
those by Rascle et al. (2008) for the surface Stokes drift
velocity.
Overall, the present method can be used to assess the
Stokes transport velocity for deep water random waves
within sea states based on global wind statistics, which is
important to estimate further the drift of e.g. near neutrally
buoyant marine litter in the oceans.
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